
Bearded Dragon Care 

 It is important to recognize that this care sheet is constructed based off of what has worked for 

me. Different things work for different people. What has proved effective for me might not be 

the best answer for you. However, the advice that I give has worked for me. 

1. The right enclosure, lighting, and heating: Juvenile's can be kept in a 20 gallon tank. Adults 

can be 18 to 24 inches long and need to be kept in at least a 40 gallon breeder. Bearded Dragons 

need a full spectrum light (UVB), and a heat/basking light. These are 2 separate lights. For 

babies and juveniles the hot side of the enclosure should range from 105 - 115 degrees. It is 

important that it stays at least this temperature, as the babies are developing and need the heat to 

properly digest their food. The cool side of the enclose needs to be around 75 degrees. The adults 

should have a hot side ranging from 105-110 degrees, and a cool side around 75. Heating and 

lighting should be on for twelve ours and off twelve hours. I keep heat on twenty four-seven. 

(Many breeders do not keep heat on at night. Again this is something that has always worked for 

me.) 

 *DO NOT USE HEAT ROCKS OR UNDERTANK HEATERS 

2.   Substrate and Cage Needs: Babies and Juveniles should be kept on newspaper, paper towel, 

shelf liner, etc until they are 8-9 inches long. Do not use sand as it can be ingested while eating 

and cause impaction. Other necessities for the cage are a climb (normally under basking spot), 

some sort of cave or place for them to hide and a food dish. 

3. Feeding and Watering : Dragons need a diet of greens, vegies, and insects. What they need 

changes with age. A good rule of thumb is that, whatever the dragon is eating, should be no 

larger than the space between the dragons eyes. Babies and Juveniles should be fed insects two 

to three times a day, for as much as they can eat in a fifteen minute period. Fresh Greens and 

Vegies should be provided daily. Adult dragons (about a year and a half of age) should be fed 

insects once every two or three days, and should be offered fresh Greens and Vegies daily. 

 *DO NOT FEED MEALWORMS 

*SUPERWORMS ARE A SNACK (never feed to babies or juveniles, and only 10 super worms 

once a week to adults) 

Insects should always be dusted in calcium D3 to help prevent bone deficiencies and to help 

them grow strong and fast! 

 Dragons get most of their water from what they eat, but should also be misted daily 2-3 times is 

efficient, and given a bath once a week. Be prepared during the bath as it helps them poop! 

4. Handling: It is important to let a new dragon get acclimated to its new place for a few days 

before handling them at all. Rehoming a dragon or placing a baby in a new home is usually 

stressful for the dragon so it is normal if they don't eat at first, but with the proper enclosure and 

care, stress is limited and they will be ready to handle and will be eating A TON in no time at all. 



Bearded Dragons, like many reptiles, do carry Salmonella, likewise, we carry things on our 

hands that are not good for our dragons, so it is important to always wash hands before handling. 

 5. Health: Good housekeeping is a must. Whatever substrate you have chosen to use should be 

changed or cleaned daily. A healthy dragon eats a lot and will therefore poop a lot. Keeping the 

cage clean will keep the dragon in good health. Also it is good to know a good reptile vet. No 

matter how well you take care of the dragon, they could get sick or hurt, it is simply a part of life. 

 Again, there are many different ways to do things, these are simply the things that work best for 

me. If the list I have laid out is followed closely, I am sure you will have a happy and healthy 

dragon for many years to come. 

 


